2023 Exhibitors

Exhibit Hall Hours:
Thursday, Feb. 16, 10:15 a.m.–6:00 p.m.
Friday, Feb. 17, 8:00 a.m.–5:00 p.m.
Saturday, Feb. 18, 10:00 a.m.–1:00 p.m.

NCTE Central
http://www.ncte.org
Located in Continental A/B (lobby level), NCTE Central will feature the latest NCTE publications. Browse a selection of NCTE/SWR books, pick up a free journal sample, and discuss NCTE and CCCC membership with staff.

208 American Psychological Association (APA)
https://apastyle.apa.org/
APA Style is the most widely used academic writing tool for concise, powerful, and persuasive communication. The Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association, with 17 million printed, and the Concise Guide to APA Style and the Mastering APA Style online workbook are indispensable resources for students.

205 Bedford St. Martin’s/Macmillan Learning
https://go.macmillanlearning.com/english-resources-and-events.html
Bedford/St. Martin’s is here to help you meet the evolving needs of an evermore diverse student population. See how our dedication to the education community and adherence to our values of learning, inclusion, and innovation come together in the titles we publish and the solutions we provide.

201 Broadview Press
https://broadviewpress.com/
Broadview is an independent academic publisher in the humanities that produces high-quality, pedagogically useful books for use in university and college classrooms. We publish in English studies, writing, philosophy, and history, with an eye towards diversity. We’ve built a strong list of titles by women, people of color, and authors from other marginalized groups.

206 Chemeketa Press
www.chemeketapress.org
Chemeketa Press is a not-for-profit textbook publishing arm of Chemeketa Community College in Salem, OR. We publish affordable, effective, and accessible textbooks that are written by real teachers for real students. Help us change textbooks forever by adopting a book, following our online journey, or joining our revolution as an author or editor!
307 The Chicago Manual of Style
The Chicago Manual of Style—the undisputed authority for style, usage, and grammar, available in print and by subscription online. A must-have for students, writers, editors, and publishers. Comprehensive, authoritative, intuitive, professional, and remarkably affordable. Published by the University of Chicago Press. “Essential. Upper-level undergraduates and above; professionals/practitioners.”—CHOICE Magazine

305 Council of Writing Program Administrators
http://wpacouncil.org
The Council of Writing Program Administrators is an international association of college and university faculty with professional interests in directing writing programs. Members include directors of first-year composition, undergraduate writing, WAC/WIC/CAC, and writing centers, and so on. People with professional interests in writing program administration are invited to join WPA.

300 Hawkes Learning
https://www.hawkeslearning.com/
Hawkes Learning’s affordable mastery-based materials develop college-ready students who become career-ready graduates. The student software’s guided learning path breaks down lesson content into three simple steps designed to foster lasting knowledge. Request a software demo, order free review materials, and learn more at www.hawkeslearning.com.

203 Macmillan Publishers
https://academic.macmillan.com/
Macmillan Publishers is a global trade publishing company operating eight divisions in the US: Celadon Books; Farrar, Straus and Giroux; Flatiron Books; Henry Holt and Company; Macmillan Audio; Macmillan Children’s Publishing Group; St. Martin’s Publishing Group; and Tor Publishing Group.

309 McGraw-Hill Education
https://www.mheducation.com/highered/home-guest.html
McGraw Hill is a leading global education company that partners with millions of educators, learners, and professionals around the world. Recognizing their diverse needs, we build trusted content, flexible tools, and powerful digital platforms to help them achieve success on their own terms.

301 PowerNotes
powernotes.com
PowerNotes facilitates better quality research and writing through a flexible framework. This framework provides organizational guidance and keeps students accountable through source-tracking and content logging which deters plagiarism, contract cheating, and AI writing.
302 University of Pittsburgh Press
https://upittpress.org/
The University of Pittsburgh Press is a publisher with distinguished lists in a wide range of scholarly and cultural fields. We publish books for general readers, scholars, and students.

304 W.W. Norton & Company
https://wwnorton.com/catalog/college/composition
Independent and employee-owned for 100 years, Norton publishes books that educate, inspire, and endure. We are committed to innovative, quality content designed to support the success of all students—with composition and rhetoric books and media that practice what they teach about good writing and design.
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